
 
 
ICANN: 
 
Attached please find the Public Interest Commitments (PICs) by the following 
applicants, subsidiaries of Donuts.  We support the PIC process as a manageable and 
voluntary vehicle to make commitments in our applications binding, per the request 
of the ICANN Government Advisory Committee (GAC).  These PICs do not conflict 
with the content of our applications.   
 
With regard to #1 in the draft PIC Specification 11, it should be amended as redlined 
below to remove the open-ended right of the ICANN Board to approve a new form of 
the Registrar Accreditation Agreement at any point in the next 10 years with or 
without support of the other party to the agreement, and prohibiting us from 
providing registration services through any registrar that does not sign such 
agreement.  As detailed in public comments, that is an over-reach and is not 
consistent with the multi-stakeholder model. With that said, we do not object to 
working with only those registrars that sign the 2013 RAA within a reasonable time 
period after it is approved by the ICANN Board, if it is in a form reasonably 
acceptable to the Registrar Stakeholder Group.  We understand that the parties are 
close to achieving an approved agreement and we encourage them to do so 
forthwith.   
 
We also provide these PICs cognizant that ICANN has not yet proposed any details of 
the PIC Dispute Resolution Policy (PICDRP) that would govern the enforcement of the 
PICs.  We provide our PICs with the understanding that ICANN will provide an 
acceptable PICDRP. 
 
Finally, we would like to reserve the right to supplement these PICs with additional 
commitments based on GAC and community feedback.   
 
Jonathon Nevett 
Co-Founder & EVP, Donuts Inc. 
 
 

Applicant)Name) Application)No.) TLD)

Knob%%Town,%LLC% 1,1340,40734% accountants)

Spring%%Frostbite,%LLC% 1,1342,7920% architect)

Victor%%North,%LLC% 1,1348,99321% attorney)

Holly%Castle,%LLC% 1,1349,23181% audio)

Double%Bloom,%LLC% 1,1361,60591% book)

Corn%Lake,%LLC% 1,1384,49318% charity)

Black%%Corner,%LLC% 1,1390,429% claims))

Goose%Park,%LLC% 1,1392,58392% clinic)

Trixy%%Canyon,%LLC% 1,1411,59458% cpa)

Snow%%Shadow,%LLC% 1,1410,93823% credit)

Applicant)Name% Application)No.% TLD)

Binky%%Frostbite,%LLC% 1,1412,63109% creditcard)

Tin%%Birch,%LLC% 1,1421,91857% dental)

Outer%Lake,%LLC% 1,1422,97537% dentist)

Brice%Trail,%LLC% 1,1430,52453% doctor)

Outer%Avenue,%LLC% 1,1452,20905% film)

Cotton%Cypress,%LLC% 1,1454,18725% finance)

Over%%Keep,%LLC% 1,1465,93738% free)

John%%Castle,%LLC% 1,1467,34522% fund)))

Foggy%%Beach,%LLC% 1,1470,40168% games)

Pioneer%Tigers,%LLC% 1,1481,2922% gratis)



Goose%Fest,%LLC% 1,1489,82287% health)

Silver%%Glen,%LLC% 1,1492,32589% healthcare)

Ruby%%Pike,%LLC% 1,1505,15195% hospital)

Auburn%Park,%LLC% 1,1512,20834% insurance)

Pioneer%Willow,%LLC% 1,1516,617% insure)

Holly%Glen,%LLC% 1,1521,75718% investments)

Goose%Gardens,%LLC% 1,1522,61364% juegos)

Corn%Dynamite,%LLC% 1,1523,55821% law)

Atomic%Station,%LLC% 1,1531,96078% lawyer)

Blue%%Falls,%LLC% 1,1536,79233% legal)

June%%Woods,%LLC% 1,1544,18264% loans)

Steel%%Hill,%LLC% 1,1561,23663% medical)

Outer%Gardens,%LLC% 1,1564,75367% mortgage)

New%Frostbite,%LLC% 1,1570,42842% movie)

Victor%%Cross,%LLC% 1,1571,12951% music)

Over%%Birch,%LLC% 1,1621,97265% software)

Tin%%Avenue,%LLC% 1,1569,96051% surgery)

Storm%Orchard,%LLC% 1,1562,9879% tax)

Lone%%Tigers,%LLC% 1,1480,90854% video)

!



SPECIFICATION!11!
PUBLIC!INTEREST!COMMITMENTS!

1. Registry+Operator+will+use+only+ICANN+accredited+registrars+that+are+party+to+the+Registrar+
Accreditation+Agreement+approved+by+the+ICANN+Board+of+Directors+on+________________,+2013+(or+any+
subsequent+form+of+Registrar+Accreditation+Agreement+approved+by+the+ICANN+Board+of+Directors)+in+
registering+domain+names.++A+list+of+such+registrars+shall+be+maintained+by+ICANN+on+ICANN’s+
website.+

+
2. □+Registry+Operator+will+operate+the+registry+for+the+TLD+in+compliance+with+all+

commitments,+statements+of+intent+and+business+plans+stated+in+the+following+sections+of+Registry+
Operator’s+application+to+ICANN+for+the+TLD,+which+commitments,+statements+of+intent+and+business+
plans+are+hereby+incorporated+by+reference+into+this+Agreement.++Registry+Operator’s+obligations+
pursuant+to+this+paragraph+shall+be+enforceable+by+ICANN+and+through+the+Public+Interest+
Commitment+Dispute+Resolution+Process+established+by+ICANN+((posted+at+[url+to+be+inserted+when+
final+procedure+is+adopted]),+as+it+may+be+amended+by+ICANN+from+time+to+time,+the+“PICDRP”).++
Registry+Operator+shall+comply+with+the+PICDRP.+Registry+Operator+agrees+to+implement+and+adhere+
to+any+remedies+ICANN+imposes+(which+may+include+any+reasonable+remedy,+including+for+the+
avoidance+of+doubt,+the+termination+of+the+Registry+Agreement+pursuant+to+Section+4.3(e)+of+the+
Registry+Agreement)+following+a+determination+by+any+PICDRP+panel+and+to+be+bound+by+any+such+
determination.+
+
N/A+

+
3. ✓Registry+Operator+agrees+to+perform+the+following+specific+public+interest+commitments,+

which+commitments+shall+be+enforceable+by+ICANN+and+through+the+PICDRP.+Registry+Operator+shall+
comply+with+the+PICDRP.+Registry+Operator+agrees+to+implement+and+adhere+to+any+remedies+ICANN+
imposes+(which+may+include+any+reasonable+remedy,+including+for+the+avoidance+of+doubt,+the+
termination+of+the+Registry+Agreement+pursuant+to+Section+4.3(e)+of+the+Registry+Agreement)+
following+a+determination+by+any+PICDRP+panel+and+to+be+bound+by+any+such+determination.+
+
Registry+Operator+agrees+to+the+following+Public+Interest+Commitments+(PICs),+which+shall+apply+to+this+gTLD++
+
1.!Open!registration!
SecondTlevel+registrations+in+this+gTLD+will+be+open+and+available+to+lawful+registrants.+This+gTLD+represents+a+
generic+or+dictionary+term,+and+registry+operator+accordingly+will+operate+it+in+an+inclusive+manner.++Registry+
Operator+will+not+limit+registrant+eligibility+based+on+identity+nor+restrict+availability+of+secondTlevel+names+to+
only+registrants+whose+identity+is+associated+only+with+the+most+common+usage+of+the+term.++Registry+Operator+
will+not+disenfranchise+lawful+users+who+are+associated+with+a+minority+usage+of+the+term.+++
+
2.!Geographic!name!protection!
+
Pursuant+to+Specification+5+of+this+Registry+Agreement,+Registry+Operator+will+transmit+to+registrars+the+list+of+
geographic+names+prohibited+from+secondTlevel+registration.++Registry+Operator+will+periodically+review+this+list+
to+ensure+it+is+identical+to+that+maintained+by+ICANN.++Should+Registry+Operator+seek+to+release+these+reserved+
names,+it+will+consult+with+ICANN’s+Governmental+Advisory+Committee+and+obtain+any+permissions+necessary+
from+ICANN+for+such+release.+
+
3.!Rights!Protection!Mechanisms!and!Abuse!Mitigation!
+

A.+ Registry+Operator+commits+to+implementing+and+performing+the+following+protections+for+this+
gTLD:+

+
3.1++ In+order+to+help+registrars+and+registrants+identify+inaccurate+data+in+the+Whois+database,+

Registry+Operator+will+audit+Whois+data+for+accuracy+on+a+statistically+significant+basis.+



3.2+++ Work+with+registrars+and+registrants+to+remediate+inaccurate+Whois+data+to+help+ensure+a+
more+accurate+Whois+database.++Registry+Operator+reserves+the+right+to+cancel+a+domain+name+
registration+on+the+basis+of+inaccurate+data,+if+necessary.+

3.3+ Establish+and+maintain+a+Domains+Protected+Marks+List+(DPML),+a+trademark+protection+
service+that+allows+rights+holders+to+reserve+registration+of+exact+match+trademark+terms+and+
terms+that+contain+their+trademarks+across+all+gTLDs+administered+by+Registry+Operator+
under+certain+terms+and+conditions.+

3.4+ At+no+cost+to+trademark+holders,+establish+and+maintain+a+Claims+Plus+service,+which+is+a+
notice+protection+mechanism+that+begins+at+the+end+of+ICANN’s+mandated+Trademark+Claims+
period.+

3.5+ Bind+registrants+to+terms+of+use+that+define+and+prohibit+illegal+or+abusive+activity.+
3.6+ Limit+the+use+of+proxy+and+privacy+registration+services+in+cases+of+malfeasance.+
3.7+ Consistent+with+the+terms+of+this+Registry+Agreement,+reserve+the+right+to+exclude+from+

distribution+any+registrars+with+a+history+of+nonTcompliance+with+the+terms+of+the+Registrar+
Accreditation+Agreement.+++

3.8+ Registry+Operator+will+be+properly+resourced+to+perform+these+protections.+
!

+
B.+ Registry+Operator+also+commits+to+the+following+protections+for+this+gTLD:+

+
1. Supplement+the+periodic+audit+of+Whois+data+by+more+extensively+reviewing+and+verifying+data+accuracy,+

and+work+to+remediate+inaccuracies.+
+

2. Regularly+monitor+registered+domain+names+for+pharming,+phishing,+spam,+botnets,+copyright+infringement,+
and+other+forms+of+abuse,+and+work+to+remediate+any+such+activity.++Registry+Operator+reserves+the+right+to+
cancel+registrations+on+the+basis+of+abusive+behavior,+if+necessary.+
+

3. Require+that+registrars+maintain+a+continually+available+point+of+contact+capable+of+addressing+problems+
involving+abusive+activity,+and+that+registrars+maintain+the+capability+to+remediate+abuse+or+cancel+a+
registration+promptly,+if+necessary.+

+
4.!AntiGAbuse!Policy!
+

4.1++ Registry+Operator’s+AntiTAbuse+Policy+will+be+required+under+the+RegistryTRegistrar+
Agreement+and+posted+on+the+registry+operator’s+web+site.+

+
4.2+ Registry+Operator+will+monitor+the+gTLD+for+abusive+behavior+and+address+it+as+soon+as+

possible+if+detected.+++
+

4.3+ Registry+Operator+reserves+the+right,+at+its+sole+discretion+and+at+any+time+and+without+
limitation,+to+deny,+suspend,+cancel,+or+transfer+any+registration+or+transaction,+or+place+any+
domain+name(s)+on+registry+lock,+hold,+or+similar+status+as+it+determines+necessary+for+any+of+
the+following+reasons:++

+
4.3.1+to+protect+the+integrity+and+stability+of+the+registry;+
4.3.2+to+comply+with+any+applicable+laws,+government+rules+or+requirements,+
requests+of+law+enforcement,+or+any+dispute+resolution+process;++
4.3.3+to+comply+with+the+terms+of+this+Registry+Agreement+and+the+Registry+
Operator’s+AntiTAbuse+Policy;++
4.3.4+registrant+fails+to+keep+Whois+information+accurate+and+upTtoTdate;++
4.3.5+domain+name+use+violates+the+Registry+Operator’s+acceptable+use+policies,+or+a+
third+partyʹs+rights+or+acceptable+use+policies,+including+but+not+limited+to+the+
infringement+of+any+copyright+or+trademark;+or+
4.3.6+as+needed+during+resolution+of+a+dispute.+

+
4.4+ Abuse+Point+of+Contact.+Registry+Operator+will+provide+an+abuse+point+of+contact+(APOC).+This+

contact+will+be+a+roleTbased+eTmail+address+posted+on+the+Registry+Operator’s+web+site+in+the+
form+such+as+“abuse123@registry.tld”.+This+eTmail+address+will+allow+multiple+staff+members+
to+monitor+and+address+abuse+reports.++Registry+Operator+will+further+provide+a+convenient+
web+form+for+complaints.+

+



+
+
These+PICs+shall+be+subject+to+review+by+Registry+Operator+starting+in+January+2016,+and+Registry+Operator,+in+its+
sole+discretion,+may+elect+at+that+time+to+modify+or+discontinue+any+of+the+PICs+herein+in+the+case+of+a+substantial+
and+compelling+business+need.++
+
+
+


